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A bstract
For a particular object, vast am ounts of inform ation exists w ithin the W ikipedia article
relating to th a t object. From this article, it is often desirable to produce simple, sentence
length facts about this object.
T he purpose of this project is to explore a num ber of m ethods for producing single
sentences th a t provide inform ational facts (or traits) from a given text. These m ethods are
then evaluated in comparison to each other, as well as a hand picked ground tru th . By
analyzing these results, it can be determ ined which aspects of the m ethods is w orth further
exam ination for the task of tra it extraction.
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1

Introduction

Language understanding is an unsolved problem in com puter science. One use of com
puters w ithin language understanding is extracting inform ation from text in various forms.
This paper is concerned w ith finding trait sentences. A tra it sentence is defined as a single
sentence th a t th a t provides inform ation about a particular thing, and make gram m atical
sense when alone. For example, the sentence
The cat (Felis catus) is a domestic species of small carnivorous mammal.
would be a valid tra it sentence. In contrast, th e sentence
Its night vision and sense of smell are well developed.
would not be a valid tra it sentence, as it cannot be inferred w hat the sentence is referring
to if it existed alone. The second sentence does not make sense w ithout the context of the
first sentence. This project concerns m ethods for creating tra it sentences. The four m ethods
are:
• H and C onstruction
• Neural Network
• Regular Expression (Regex) M atching
• Part-Of-Speech (POS) tree
The hand construction m ethod is a manual m ethod used to obtain trait patterns. The
other three m ethods are automatic, and use previously saved tra it pattern s to find tra it
sentences. O btained tra it p atterns for a particular article can be used to find tra it sentences
for another article. Figure 1.1 shows the general form of tra it sentence acquisition used by
the autom atic methods.

1

Figure 1.1: T rait Sentence Acquisition Process
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Previous Work

Tanon et al. [12] states how ’’Collaborative knowledge bases are central for the d a ta
strategy of many projects and organizations” .

One use of these databases is providing

resources for com puters to generate sentences th a t state facts about a object. One such
database is the Wikidata[14] database. W ith d ata in a machine-readable form, tra it sentences
can be produced. However, the am ount of d a ta available in W ikidata is much less then
W ikipedia. For example, when comparing the W ikidata entry for cat to the same W ikipedia
entry, it can be seen th a t W ikipedia has facts not present in the W ikidata entry. W ikipedia,
however, cannot be easily converted to a m achine-readable form to obtain tra it sentences.
Medelyan et al.[9] describe a m ethod for obtaining facts using the structure and relations
within W ikipedia itself. Using these concepts, various other tools, including the

Wikipedia

M iner Toolkit [10] have been developed, and allow developers to implement W ikipedia d a ta
mining techniques in their own applications. Recent developments projects include work
done by Korn et al.[7]. In this, facts are generated using a table based approach where views
are used to create fact sentences.
O ur application does not rely on the inherent structure of W ikipedia. Due to this, it
could be potentially modified for use on any plain tex t database.

2

3
3.1

Im plem entation

Code
The project is prim arily implem ented in P ython 3.7.4. O perations include reading and

w riting to files, tex t m anipulation, perform ing calculation for the autom atic m ethods, etc.
Javascript and HTM L are used to create the front-end interface.

This includes loading

articles, choosing m ethods to run, hand constructing sentences, viewing results, etc.

3.2

SpaCy
SpaCy[4] is heavily used in this project. Anytim e a sentence is converted is converted to

its Part-Of-Speech token form, the SpaCy module is used. Spacy uses its entity recognition
model to produce a prediction of the gram m atical structure of text. This includes inform ation
such as POS tags and how words w ithin a sentence are related to each other.
Table 3.1 shows the POS tags used w ith in the project, as defined w ithin SpaCy specifica
tions. Definitions are taken from the Universal Universal Dependencies (UD) standard[11].

POS

Meaning

Definition

Examples

ADJ

Adjective

Words that typically modify nouns

Beautiful,

and specify their properties or at

Brave, Small

tributes.
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ADP

Adposition

Belongs to a closed set of items that

on, in, to

occur before (preposition) or after
(postposition) a complement com
posed of a noun phrase, noun, pro
noun, or clause that functions as a
noun phrase, and that form a sin
gle structure with the complement to
express its grammatical and seman
tic relation to another unit within a
clause.
ADV

Adverb

Words that typically modify verbs

gently,

for such categories as time, place, di

then

quite,

rection or manner.
AUX

Auxiliary

A function word that accompanies

has, was, got

the lexical verb of a verb phrase and
expresses grammatical distinctions
not carried by the lexical verb, such
as person, number, tense, mood, as
pect, voice or evidentiality.
CCONJ

Coordinating

A conjunction placed between words,

Conjunction

phrases, clauses, or sentences of

and, but, or

equal rank.
DET

Determiner

Words that modify nouns or noun

a, the, every

phrases and express the reference of
the noun phrase in context.
INTJ

Interjection

A word that is used most often as an

ah!,

exclamation or part of an exclama

ouch

tion.
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yikes!,

NOUN

NUM

Noun

Numeral

A part of speech typically denoting a

man,

rabbit,

person, place, thing, animal or idea.

piano, tree

A word, functioning most typically

3, five, 6 mil

as a determiner, adjective or pro

lion

noun, that expresses a number and a
relation to the number, such as quan
tity, sequence, frequency or fraction.
PART

Particle

Function words that must be asso

’s

ciated with another word or phrase

sive),

to impart meaning and that do not

(Negation)

(Posses
not

satisfy definitions of other universal
parts of speech
PRON

Pronoun

Words that substitute for nouns or

he, they, I

noun phrases, whose meaning is re
coverable from the linguistic or extralinguistic context.
PROPN

PUNCT

Proper Noun

Punctuation

A noun that is the name of a specific

Bob,

individual, place, or object.

Anchorage

Non-alphabetical

characters

character groups

used

and

■, ( )

in many

languages to delimit linguistic units
in printed text.
SCONJ

Subordinating

A conjunction that links construc

Conjunction

tions by making one of them a con

if, while

stituent of the other.
SYM

Symbol

A word-like entity that differs from
ordinary words by form, function, or
both.

5

$, %

Mary,

VERB

Verb

A member of the syntactic class of

jump,

words that typically signal events

swimming

fly,

and actions, can constitute a mini
mal predicate in a clause, and gov
ern the number and types of other
constituents which may occur in the
clause.
X

Other

Does not match any other tag

SPACE

Space

Literal Space

aksbcsj, wwykq

Table 3.1: POS Tokens Used by SpaCy taken from the UD standard

The POS tagging featue of SpaCy is used extensively in the project, and is used in every
m ethod of tra it sentence generation. For example, w ith SpaCy th e sentence
The cat is a domestic species of small carnivorous mammal.
will produce the POS form of
D E T NOUN A U X D E T A D J NOUN AD P A D J A D J NOUN
The SpaCy docum ent class is used w ithin the POS tree m ethod to m atch sentences. This
is due to the powerful sentence structure operations it provides.

3.3

W ikipedia-api
W ikipedia-api is used to pull W ikipedia articles. Given a article name, returns a docu

ment class. Features from this class th a t the project uses are returning tex t from individual
or all sections, and finding the sum m ary of an article.

6

3.4

Tensorflow
Tensorflow is used for its neural network com putational features. It is used in th e neural

network m ethod of the project.

3.5

N um Py
N um Py is used w ith Tensorflow to process large vector arrays and provide m athem atical

functions for these arrays.

3.6

jQ uery
jQ uery is used to return results to a front-end interface.

3.7

Source Code
All source code and d ata used for this project is available in a public version control

repository [2].

7

Figure 4.1: Dependency parse example for the sentence The cat is a domestic species of
small carnivorous mammal.

4

Tool

The first m ethod obtains tra it sentences by providing a tool for users to construct them
by hand. It is necessary to use the tool to create tra it pattern s, as the autom atic m ethods
will not produce tra it sentences if there are no tra it p atterns. This means th a t this m ethod
m ust be used before the autom atic m ethods. As for how it functions, the tool firstly allows
the user to load an arbitrary W ikipedia document. This is accomplished through the use
of the [8] W ikipediaapi module. After loading an article, each sentence is separated into a
num bered list. The section heading for each article is also displayed.
W hen clicking on a sentence, it is displayed at the top of the page and separated into
words. As well, the POS tag for each word is displayed. Sentences are POS tagged using
[4] SpaC y’s entity recognition model based on the work of Eli Klipperwasser and Yoav
Goldberg[6], and the SyntaxNet[13] team from Google.
SpaCy also constructs a dependency parse[5] of a given sentence. This is a graphical
analysis of a sentence th a t features directed, labeled arcs from heads to dependents. An
example dependency parse is shown in Figure 4.1.
A tex t box is provided so a user can input any sentence to view its dependency parse if
they wish. Often times, a sentence w ithin an article can be reduced to a smaller sentence.
If desired, this sentence can be m anually created by clicking on one word at a tim e to create
the user-constructed reduced sentence. For example, using this tool, the sentence:
8

Show Sentence Graph

Add All W ords

Show Constructed Graph

Clear Sentence

Hide Graphs

Manual Add

Save patterns to file

Figure 4.2: Using the tool to produce a user-constructed reduced sentence

The European rabbit, which has been introduced on every continent except Antarctica, is
fam iliar throughout the world as a wild prey animal and as a domesticated form o f livestock
and pet.
C can be used to construct the sentence:
The European rabbit, is fam iliar throughout the world as a wild prey animal.
This reduced sentence can be used as a tra it sentence, and a dependency parse of th e userconstructed reduced sentence can also be displayed. An example of using th e tool to perform
this function is shown in Figure 4.2.
T he tool can display results returned by any of the autom atic m ethods. W hen an article
is loaded, buttons to run each of the autom atic m ethods appears. W hen the m ethod has
com puted results, they will be returned to front end where they can be viewed. This is done
via a jQ uery call, so th a t the page does not need to be refreshed to retu rn results.

9

5

H and construction

After the user creates a tra it sentence by hand, this sentence can be used to save a Trait
Pattern. A single Trait P a tte rn includes:
• The original sentence
• The POS tags of the original sentence
• The user-constructed reduced sentence
• The POS tags of the user-constructed reduced sentence
• The indices of the user-constructed reduced sentence in relation to the original sentence
• A Regex p a tte rn m atching the POS tags of the original sentence
• A Regex p a tte rn m atching the POS tags of th e user-constructed reduced sentence
original sentence
For evaluation purposes, the correctness of the other m ethods is determ ined by comparison
to the hand-picked values.

10

6

Text Pre-processing

Before the autom atic m ethods can be used to obtain tra it sentences, they go through
some processing.

All sentences w ithin an article are added to a list.

W ikipedia section

headings are removed. Optionally, a list of words is provided, where sentences w ith these
words will not be processes. By default, this list includes a num ber of Negative Polarity
Item s [1]. The reasoning for this is to prevent false positive results where possible. Words
used to filter sentences by can be added or removed as needed. Afterwards, one of the three
autom atic m ethods can be used to obtain tra it sentences.

7

Result Acquisition

To obtain d ata for analyzing, a num ber of arbitrary nouns were first chosen. These were
used as the articles th a t d a ta was obtained from. The hand construction m ethod was used
to construct slightly over 730 tra it patterns. Afterwards, each autom atic m ethod was used
on each article, w ith the tra it p attern s obtained from th a t particular article tem porarily
removed. These values are compared against the hand construction m ethod. Results of the
various m ethods are detailed in their associated section.
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8
8.1

Neural Network

M ethod
The first m ethod we used to obtain tra it sentences is through the use of a neural network.

The model we chose to use was Google’s Universal Sentence Encoder model[3]. The input
for this model is a sentence of arbitrary length, and the output is a vector of fixed size. This
model was chosen because it is constructed in such a way th a t similar sentences will product
similar outputs, and was designed for general use.
To find tra it sentences, each sentence in a selected article is converted to its POS sentence,
with each word replaced with a POS token. W hen executed, this m ethod will input every
POS sentence w ithin the selected article into the model to outp u t the vector. The output
vector for each tra it p attern is also determ ined. For each com bination of article sentence
and tra it pattern, the inner product is calculated. The result will be a value from 0.0 to 1.0
th a t describes how similar two sentences are. The list of every combination and the resulting
values between the two sentences is then saved and used for analyzing.
Trait sentence results from the neural network m ethod are saved as a dictionary and
returned to the front end. Listed attrib u tes are shown in Table 8.1. An example obtained
neural network result is shown in Figure 8.1.
34.

O Article Grammar: DET NOUN NOUN AUX VERB ADP DET AD J ADJ ADJ NOUN PUNCT DET NOUN PUNCT DET VERB
o Article Sentence: Its hearing sensitivity is enhanced by its large movable outer ears, the pinnae, which amplify sounds and help

o Pattern Grammar: DET NOUN AUX DET ADJ NOUN N OUN VERB ADP VERB CCONJ VERB DET AUX AD J SCONJ DET
NOUN CCONJ N OUN PUNCT VERB ADP DET ADJ NOUN VERB ADP DET NOUN PUNCT
o Pattern Sentence: A sword is a bladed melee weapon intended for slashing or thrusting that is longer than a knife or dagger ,

Figure 8.1: Neural Network Result Example
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A ttribute Name

Description

Article Sentence:

The sentence w ithin the article th a t
was m atched to a tra it p attern
The POS form of the article sentence
The tra it p a tte rn th a t m atched to a
sentence in the article
The POS form of the p a tte rn sen
tence
W hat was compared w ithin the neu
ral network model

Article Grammar:
P a tte rn Sentence:
P a tte rn Grammar:
Compared

• Gram mar: POS form of sen
tences was input to model
• Text: A ctual tex t was input to
model
Value:

The numeric value th a t was returned
by th e model

Table 8.1: Form of Neural Network Result

8.2

Results
To evaluate results for a particular article, the article is decoupled from tra it patterns

obtained from it. After the neural network m ethod returned results, tra it p attern s were
re-added. The list of tra it p atterns for th a t article were com pared to the neural network
results. At this point, it was noted w hether or not results from the hand-picked list had
results in the neural network list, and vice versa.

Figure 8.2 shows the average neural

network score of hand-picked values versus the average neural network score of values th a t
were not hand-picked.
Figure 8.3 shows an example distribution of values for hand-picked and non hand-picked
values in an arbitrary chosen article. Figure 8.4 shows this for another arbitrary chosen
article.

Note the small bum p near the lower end of the graph.

This was noted to be

bibliography information.
Arbitrarily, sentence combinations w ith a value of 0.9 or greater were chosen as returned

13

Hand NN Score Picked Vs. Other NN Score
■

0.375
0.75
0.625
0.5
0.375
0.25
0.125

0
Avg MM Score of Hand
Sentences

Avg MM Score of Other
Sentences

Figure 8.2: Dependency parse example for the sentence Hand N N Score Picked Vs. Other
N N Score

results for this m ethod. These obtained tra it sentences were compared against hand-picked
tra it sentences. T he values recorded were then categorized based on the following criteria:
• Results in the hand-picked list bu t not in the neural network list was recorded as a
m issed tra it sentence.
• Results th a t were present in bo th lists was recorded as a found tra it sentence.
• Results in the neural network list bu t not in the hand-picked list was m anually evalu
ated
— If the result could be considered a tra it sentence, it was recorded as an extra value
missed when hand-picking tra it sentences.
— If the result was not a tra it sentence, it was recorded as a false positive.
Figure 8.5 shows the average percentage of hand picked values found by the Neural
Network tree m ethod.

E x tra tra it sentences not present in the original hand-picked list

found by this m ethod are noted. These sentences were then m anually sorted to determ ine if
they fit the criteria for being a tra it sentence.
14

(a) Hand-picked Values

(b)

Other Values

Figure 8.3: NN D istribution for Article 1
Figure 8.6 shows the average num ber of extra sentences found by this m ethod, along
w ith the m anual designation of w hether it does or does not fit the criteria for being a tra it
sentence. This same d ata is shown as a comparison to the num ber of hand-picked tra it
sentences in Figure 8.7.
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Occu ranees

(a) Hand-picked Values

(b) Other Values

Figure 8.4: NN D istribution for Article 2

Figure 8.5: Average percent of values found from neural network m ethod
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Avg. Extra Sentences Found from
Neural

Trait

Non-Trait

Figure 8.6: E x tra sentences found by the neural network m ethod
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Avg. % Extra Sentences Found
from Neural
250

200

150

100

50

0
Extra % Trait

Extra % Non-Trait

Figure 8.7: Percentage of extra sentences found by the neural network m ethod
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9
9.1

Regex M atching

M ethod
W hen a tra it p a tte rn is saved, a regex p a tte rn is constructed. For this, a sentence is first

converted into its POS form. Then, each POS token is saved as a capture group w ithin the
regex string. Between each token are wildcard characters w ith lazy evaluation. For example,
the sentence
The cat is a domestic species of small carnivorous mammal.
will first be converted to its POS form
D E T NOUN A U X D E T A D J NOUN AD P A D J A D J NOUN
Then, each token will be converted to a capture group, and lazy wildcard characters will
be added between, resulting in the regex p attern
.*?(D E T).*?(N O U N ).*?(A U X).*?(D ET).*?(A D J).*?(N O U N ).*?(A D P ).*?(A D J).*?(A D J).*?(N O U N )
which will then be saved as p art of the tra it pattern.
To find tra it sentences, each sentence w ithin a given article is first converted to its POS
form. Then, it is run against all saved regex tra it patterns. M atches are saved and analyzed.
Trait sentence results from the regex m ethod are saved as a dictionary and returned to the
front end. Listed attrib u tes are shown in Table 9.1. An example obtained regex result is
shown in Figure 9.1.

9.2

Reduced Sentence
One of the attrib u tes returned is a reduced sentence th a t shows which words in the article

sentence m atched the regex capture groups.
For example, the regex p attern
19

A ttribute Name

Description

Article Sentence:

The sentence w ithin the article th a t
was m atched to a regex p attern
The article sentence converted to its
POS form
The sentence constructed from the
capture groups of the regex p attern
The regex p attern th a t m atched to
the article sentence

Article Tokens:
Reduced Sentence:
Regex Matched:

Table 9.1: Form of Regex Result

59.

1. A rticle Sentence: A group o f rabbits is known as a colony or nest (or, occasionally, a warren, though this m ore commonly refers to
2. A rticle Tokens: DET NO U N ADP N O U N AUX VERB SCONJ DET NOUN CCONJ NOUN PUNCT CCONJ PUNCT ADV
PUNCT DET NOUN PUNCT SCONJ DET ADV A DV VERB ADP A DV DET N O U N VERB PUNCT PUNCT

Figure 9.1: Regex Result Example

.*?(D E T ).* ? (NOUN).* ? (A U X ).* ? (D E T ).* ? (NOUN).*?
would m atch the sentence
A goose (plural geese) is a bird of any o f several waterfowl species in the fam ily Anatidae.
This is because the PO S form of this sentence is
D E T NOUN P U N C T A D J P R O P N P U N C T A U X D E T NOUN A D P D E T A D P A D J
NOUN NOUN ADP D ET NOUN PRO PN PUNCT
Including only the m atching term s would produce the reduced sentence
A goose is a bird

9.3

Results
To evaluate results for a particular article, the article is decoupled from tra it patterns

obtained from it. After the regex m ethod returned results, tra it patterns were re-added. The
20

list of tra it pattern s from th a t article were compared to the regex results. At this point, it
was noted w hether or not results from the hand-picked list had results in the regex list, and
vice versa. The values recorded were then categorized based on the following criteria:
• Results in the hand-picked list b u t not in the regex list was recorded as a missed tra it
sentence.
• Results th a t were present in bo th lists was recorded as a found tra it sentence.
• Results in the regex list but not in the hand-picked list was m anually evaluated
— If the result could be considered a tra it sentence, it was recorded as an extra value
missed when hand-picking tra it sentences.
— If the result was not a tra it sentence, it was recorded as a false positive.
Figure 9.2 shows the average percentage of hand picked values found by the regex m ethod.

Figure 9.2: Average percent of values found from Regex m ethod

E x tra tra it sentences not present in the original hand-picked list found by this m ethod
are noted. These sentences were then manually sorted to determ ine if they fit the criteria
for being a tra it sentence.
21

Figure 9.3 shows the average num ber of extra sentences found by this m ethod, along
w ith the m anual designation of w hether it does or does not fit the criteria for being a tra it
sentence. This same d ata is shown as a comparison to the num ber of hand-picked tra it

Avg. Extra Sentences Found from
Regex
so

Trait

Non-Trait

Figure 9.3: E x tra sentences found by the regex m ethod

sentences in Figure 9.4.
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Avg. % Extra Sentences Found
from Regex
150

Extra % Trait

Extra % Non-Trait

Figure 9.4: Percentage of ex tra sentences found by the regex m ethod
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10
10.1

POS Tree

M ethod

This m ethod makes heavy use of Spacy’s docum ent class. To determ ine if an article
sentence is a m atch within this m ethod, a dependency parse of the sentence is construed.
This was previously seen in Figure 4.1. A dependency parse of each tra it p a tte rn is then
constructed.
To determ ine if two sentences m atch, the root token of each sentence is determ ined. From
here, the algorithm th an recursively checks the left and right dependency sub trees.For each
step, if the POS tokens of the two sentences do not m atch,

or there are missing or extra

term s in the dependency parse, the m atch fails.
The exception is certain types of POS tokens, which there are allowed certain substi
tutions, additions, or deletions. For additions and deletions, this means th a t there can be
certain POS tags present in one sentence, and missing in the other, and they will still match.
For the project, the following POS tag addition and deletion rules were used:
• Adjectives
• Coordinating conjunctions
• Punctuation
Substitutions were implem ented as lists of m atching POS tags, where any tag in th e same
list could be substituted for each other. For example, the substitution list could be:
• (P O S TAG 0 , P O S TAG 1 )
• (P O S TAG 1, P O S TAG 2 , P O S TAG 3 )
M eaning th a t PO S TAG 0 and P O S TAG 1 could be substituted for each other, or PO S
TAG 1, P O S TAG 2, and PO S TAG 3 could be substituted for each other.
For the project, the following POS tag substitution rules were used:
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• Nouns and Proper nouns
PO S tokens can added to or removed to change the additions, deletions, or substitutions as
needed.
T rait sentence results from the PO S tree m ethod are saved as a dictionary and returned
to the front end. Listed attrib u tes are shown in Table 10.1.
A ttribute Name

Description

Article Sentence:

The sentence w ithin th e article th a t
was m atched to a tra it p attern
The tra it p a tte rn th a t m atched to a
sentence in the article
The sentence constructed from re
moving certain POS tokens accord
ing to addition and deletion rules
States if the POS tree is an exact
m atch

P a tte rn Sentence:
Reduced Sentence:

Exact(O ptional):

Table 10.1: Form of POS tree Result

An example obtained POS tree result is shown in Figure 10.1.
10.

o Article Sentence: Males are larger than females.
o Pattern Sentence: Fiberglass boats are strong , and do not r u s t , corrode , or rot
o Reduced Sentence: Males are than females larger .
Add result

Figure 10.1: POS Tree Result Example

10.2

Reduced Sentence

One of the attrib u tes returned is a reduced sentence th a t shows the article sentence w ith
words removed according to the addition and deletion rules. All words th a t can be removed
will be removed. For example, the sentence
Modern computers have billions or even trillions of bytes of memory.
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W ith the form
AD J NOUN A U X NOUN CCONJ A D V NOUN AD P NOUN AD P NOUN
Will be reduced to the sentence
Computers have billions or even trillions of bytes of memory.

10.3

Results

To evaluate results for a particular article, the article is decoupled from tra it patterns
obtained from it. After the POS tree m ethod returned results, tra it p attern s were re-added.
The list of tra it p atterns from th a t article were compared to the PO S tree results. At this
point, it was noted w hether or not results from the hand-picked list had results in the POS
tree list, and vice versa. The values recorded were then categorized based on the following
criteria:
• Results in the hand-picked list bu t not in the POS tree list was recorded as a missed
tra it sentence.
• Results th a t were present in bo th lists was recorded as a found tra it sentence.
• Results in POS tree list b u t not in the hand-picked list were m anually evaluated
— If the result could be considered a tra it sentence, it was recorded as an extra value
missed when hand-picking tra it sentences.
— If the result was not a tra it sentence, it was recorded as a false positive.
Figure 10.2 shows the average percentage of hand picked values found by the POS tree
m ethod. E xtra tra it sentences not present in the original hand-picked list found by this
m ethod are noted. These sentences were then m anually sorted to determ ine if they fit the
criteria for being a tra it sentence.
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Figure 10.2: Average percent of values found from POS tree m ethod

Figure 10.3 shows the average num ber of ex tra sentences found by this m ethod, along
w ith the m anual designation of w hether it does or does not fit the criteria for being a tra it
sentence. This same d ata is shown as a comparison to the num ber of hand-picked tra it
sentences in Figure 10.4.
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Avg. Extra Sentences Found from
Tree
20

Trait

Non-Trait

Figure 10.3: E x tra sentences found by the tree m ethod
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Avg. % Extra Sentences Found
from Tree
40

Extra % Trait

Extra % Non-Trait

Figure 10.4: Percentage of extra sentences found by the tree m ethod
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11

Conclusion

Figure 11.1 compares the average percentage of hand picked values found by each m ethod.
Figure 11.2 compares the average num ber of extra sentences produced by each m ethod.
In summarizing the results, it was determ ined th at:
• The neural network m ethod m atched the largest num ber of tra it sentences and had
the largest num ber of false positives.
• The Regex m ethod was between the other two autom atic m ethods for tra it sentences
and false positives.
• The POS tree m ethod m atched the fewest tra it sentences, bu t it also had the lowest
num ber of false positives.
In conclusion, upon review of the three autom atic tra it sentence retrieval m ethods, we
determ ined th a t the m ethod w ith the most potential was the POS tree m ethod. This was due
to this m ethod having the fewest false positive results. As well, this m ethod has capability
for further refinement as detailed in the next section.

11.1

Future work

We determ ined th a t the POS tree m ethod was the best autom atic m ethod for finding tra it
sentences. For future work, a more strict version of the POS tree m ethod should be used.
More elaborate rules can be added to determ ine if a POS token substitution, addition, or
deletion should be allowed. As well, certain aspects of th e other m ethods could supplem ent
results provided by the POS tree m ethod.
The regex m ethod can be used to determ ine if a line of text is a proper sentence. This
will reduce the occurrences of bibliography inform ation and other malformed sentences being
added to the list of sentences to operate on. More complex regex p attern s could possibly be
used to produce b etter results.
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For the neural network m ethod, very high scoring article sentences can be analyzed to
determ ine if a sentence is close to m atching a tra it p attern .

This sentence can then be

inspected closer.
Finally, the hand construction m ethod should be used to obtain more tra it sentences to
compare against, as more strict POS tree rules will require more tra it p attern s to m atch to
article text.
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(a) Neural

(b) Regex

(c) POS Tree
Figure 11.1: Average percentage comparison
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(b) Regex

(a) Neural

(c)

POS Tree

Figure 11.2: Average ex tra sentence comparison
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